Frontiers
with Peter Evans 
Chasing the wave

(Slide Guitar music plays) 

"You're seeing part of the Hanford Nuclear Reservation,the lanscape look a lot like the old West you'd see in cowboy movies,lots of grass and sage brush,because of the cloud cover,you can't see Rattlesnake mountain 

Peter Evans : Having been in labs,looked at equipment on benches,looed at little optical set- ups and so on,I was totally unprepared for the scale of what we have in front of us. 

"Well,right now today,we can see...we're standing on a fire road,I often tell visitors that one of the unique things about LIGO it's one of the few precision instruments with an overpass!"

"People are likely to look back on this as the beginning of a whole new epoch.It will be the point at which we first have unequivocal detailed information about cataclysmic events.Seeing the universe that is radically different than anything we've seen before." 

Peter Evans : I'm looking at this structure,this arm,which goes out...it's a desert,and it's just vanishing into the distance in that direction.... 

"That's right" 

Peter Evans : ...and at right angles,same thing! 

"It disappears into the cloud cover.So you're only seeing the half of it." 

Peter Evans : Yes,they sure think big,in the United States,very big.Stretching across a flat remote desert in central Washington State,is a gigantic L-shaped structure,that looks for all the world like an oil refinining installation or perhaps a water treatment plant.But appearances are deceptive,because this is the largest element in what's expected to become a global network of innovative observatories,designed to detect alarmingly faint signals from the cosmos.What this and other observatories are hoping to catch,are gravitational waves hitting the Earth after their immense journies through deep space.If they succeed,a new window opens onto some of the most energetic and exotic phenomena you can imagine,black holes,dense neutron stars,and collapsing super novae,and perhaps on some you can't imagine,if that is,they succeed.Well the signs are good.Researchers such as Ron Driver of the California Institute of Technology CalTech,have been trying to detect gravity waves for 40 years or more.Now technology may be putting these elusive messengers from space within their grasp. 

Ron Driver : When we started we thought we could do it fairly easily,it got harder,and it's now harder,but so,the waves I'm sure are there,and it's still possible to detect them.People didn't regard this as too crazy,we got funding fairly easily,even in the early days,because everybody knew that if you found these waves it was going to be very,very important. 

Peter Evans : Important for several reasons.Firstly because as far back as 1916,Einstein predicted that huge masses such as giant stars,or compact neutron stars,should give off gravity waves as they accelerate trhough space near the speed of light.In his theory of general relativity,he argued that these waves would "ripple" through the fabric of space and time,distorting it.Now that,when you think about it,is a bit counter-intuitive,the word space conjours up empty nothingness,but in fact,it's something that's capable of being squeezed bent and stretched.Another ravity wave hunter,whose machine's at a remote site near Hanover,is Norna Robertson of Glasgow University. Norna Robertson : We use an analogy which somtimes helps people is to think of a rubber sheet,and if you put a mass on a rubber sheet,it will make it bend,and that's the idea of Einstein's theory of gravitation,and we can take that analogy a little bit further,that if there's another mass,nearby,the only thing it can do,is follow the bend in the rubber,it follows the curvature of space.So it's attracted to the first body,because it follows the curvature of space.The gravitational wave is a ripple on that curvature,and so it's just a slight disturbance on top of the general curvature of space,and it's a very small disturbance,and that's what makes it so difficult to detect. 

Peter Evans : It's a small disturbance,but it is generated by massively energetic events isn't it? 

Norna Robertson : It is indeed.To produce a significant burst of gravitational waves,has to involve huge masses,and huge accelerations.If you had a super nova explosion,for instance,which we believe would produce a big burst of graviational waves,these waves would spread out in space,and this would be a bit like,if you drop a stone in a pond,then you see the ripples spreading out across the surface of the pond. 

Peter Evans : And the farther they spread out,the weaker they become. 

Norna Robertson : That's exactly right,they're amplitude would fall with the distance travelled. 

Peter Evans : And that's the essence of the problem of detecting gravity waves.They're strong where they're generated,but extraordinarily weak when they reach us.Detecting them however won't just add observational evidence to Einstein's Theory,it will also open up to astronomers,cosmic events that no optical,radio,infra red or ultra violet telescope can ever hope to examine,whether from Earth or space.Those more conventional kinds of telescope, detect electromagnetic radiation.But as another pioneer,Ray Weiss of MIT explains,gravity waves,just aren't the same kind of thing at all. 

Ray Weiss : Electromagnetic astronomy deals with the particulate nature of the outer bounds of objects,then there's this very strong scattering that doesn't allow you to look very deeply in,and you can't look deep into the sun,you're looking maybe at,I don't know the exact number,but when we look at the sun,we're looking in some several optical depths,which is...I would imagine several miles maybe,if that.I may have that number wrong,but I mean you're not looking in very deep.On the other hand with gravitational waves,because they scatter so little,they don't interact much with things,which of course is also what maks them hard to detect,but you get this advantage that ou can also thereby look all the way in and that's why you expect to see different things.I mean for example when you have a super nova collapse,which is one of these stars that is falling together and because it can no longer sustain itself against gravity,you can look through all the radiation and everything,and look all the way inside and find out that there's an inner core that has a neutron star or a black hole that is actually being accelerated or is actually doing some physical oscillations in normal modes.That's impossible.You can't do that with any other astronomy. 

Norna Robertson : It's even more than another colour to the palette,opening up radio astronomy,or infra red astronomy,or as opening part of the electromagnetic spectrum.There should be a whole gravitational wave spectrum,and at different frequencies,you're going to "see" in inverted commas,different types of phenomenon,astrophysical phenomenon,there may even be ones that we even just haven't conceived of yet.That's been very true when you've opened up other windows of the electromagnetic spectrum.We never dreamed of quasars and pulsars and all these sorts of exotic objects. 

Peter Evans : So that's why astronomers are so steamed up about gravity waves,they not only support Einstein,but provide detailed information,almost like a fingerprint,about strange remote phenomena.They offer clues for example about their distance from Earth,to unprecedented levels of accuracy.They enable the astrophysicist to calculate the number of massive bodies in the local universe,and how often they're born.They provide insights into how galaxies evolve,and the life cycle of much discussed but never directly observed black holes,with their colossal gravitational fields. Imagine for example the fantasticical drama of two black holes coalescing.So powerful is their gravitational field,that not even light can escape to striek a telescope,but gravitational waves,can and do escape. 

Ray Weiss : The thing that this field has which other astronomies don't have is that we actually measure the field,not the power,and that means that you can look in detail at the phases of the motion,you don't just look at the power in the radiation field,which loses you some of the information.In a black hole coalescence for example,you can actually see the fact that the spin of the black hole might affect the orbit of the whole motion you can see it actually happening in the detail of the motion.You can actually measure the accelerations directly that take place in the bulk motions,which is something you can't do in other astronomies,and in part,that's to because you can look so deep into something,and that's actually one of the .....it makes the field difficult,the reason you can look deep means it isn't very strong,you know,things don't scatter much,at the same time,if you have something strong,you can actually interrogate it all the way down to the inside,and that means you can look in places where nobody can look,with other telescopes because they can't get in. 

Peter Evans : So far so good,gravity waves would be a wonderful tool for astronomers,but only if they really do exist.Nobody's ever seen one,although researcher's have been expending several decades of effort and money,in pursuit of what could turn out to be an astrophysical will-o'-the-wisp.In the early days,that is the 1960s,the instruments built at places like Glasgow worked on the tuning fork principle.Bars of metal,carefully isolated from their surroundings,lay in wait for incoming gravity waves,which it was hoped,would make them oscillate.Fine in principle,except the amount by which the metal bar detectors would be displaced is staggeringly small.It's measured in billionths of the diameter of an atom,or millionths of an atomic nucleus.None of the bar detectors could reach that level of sensitivity,and nowadays they're mostly consigned to historical display cases. 

Norna Robertson : The sort of size of movement that a bar detector like this could measure would be of the order of a thousand times smaller than the diameter of a nucleus.So we really talking very small sizes here. 

Peter Evans : I mean it's here in the reception in the Astrophysics Department,where was it house originally? 

Norna Robertson : It was originally housed in the basement of this building and in fact there were two of these detectors,and what was looked for were coincident signals from the two detectors,which would be evidence of gravitational waves,but none were seen! 

Peter Evans : I remember the early days of the experiments,you went to enormous lengths to isolate this equipment from all the other,sort of interruptions and interfrences you might get,yes? 

Norna Robertson : That's certianly true.First of all the whole thing was put in a big vacuum system,so that any sound,any acoustic noise wouldn't disturb the detector,but the problem with the detector like this,is that there are other disturbing forces that are producing signals in it,that are of a larger size than the gravitational wave signal,and no amount of processing afterwards is going to be able to remove those signals.So you're masked in fact by other disturbances,like the thermal motions of the little molecules inside your masses. 

Peter Evans : The infinitesimal wobbling of molecules in metal bars then could be mistaken for a gravity wave.Some other kind of technology was needed with higher levels of sensitivity and less interfrence from extraneous sources,if gravity waves were ever to be detected.Which takes us back to that remote desert in Washington State,and the Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory,LIGO.The manager of this $350 million project is CalTech's Gary Saunders,who explains the rationale of laser interferometry."Think of it", he says as a pair of optical rulers for measuring a wave that makes its way to Earth." 



Gary Saunders : If one passed through me,it might in part of the waveform,make me a little taller and a little narrower,which I'd like,or in another part of the wave,it might make me a little shorter and a little wider,which I wouldn't like,but it wouldn't last for very long,and so if I had these two crossed rulers I should be able to see that effect,and so I need two very sensitive rulers. [I'm somewhat perplexed by the idea that gravity waves could actually be measured.The idea seems to be,using an anlogy of having two paper boats on a pond (say) 6 centimetres apart and throwing a stone into the pond,and measuring the variation in the distance between them to tell if a wave has passed.In fact in gravity waves it is space itself that is being warped and so the size of a centimetre would change to,and so it would still measure 6 centimetres,even though the "real" distance might have increased or decreased.If the whole universe has wobbled like jelly,then the ruler has too.Having said that we can measure the acceleration due to the warping of space by the Earth as 9.8ms2 and presumably,gravity waves would be a slight variation of this.Using the rubber sheet analogy,it's as if there is a very large sheet and the Earth is an orange,and somone drops a boulder onto the sheet far away,it ought to be possible to measure the ripples in the sheet close to the orange,but they would be very small compared to the indentation made by the orange - LB] How do we make those rulers? How do we make rulers that can measure length changes of 10-18 metres? That's what we're talking about.Far smaller than the size of an atomic nucleus. We use light,a wavelength of light,and we set up a long base line,4 km long,where we have two mirrors,and light trapped between those mirrors,and we can adjust the mirrors so the light is trapped,running back and forth between those mirrors,and we do the same thing at right angles to it,and we bring the light together,and we create an interference,which if the system is not disturbed,produces a dark,a black interference,we so no surviving light.All the light cancels out,and then it..... [How does it get rid of earthquake or tectonic plate movement interference,surely 4 km doesn't stay precisely 4 km,I find it hard to accept that such a set up can be accurate to 10-18 metres -LB] 

Peter Evans : This is at the apex of the two sides of the L-shape? 


Gary Saunders :...this is at the apex,we bring the light out at the apex,combining them with a beam splitter and then look at them with photo detector and if we adjust the positions of the mirrors exactly right,we should see adrak interference fringe. [I find it hard to accept that such accuracy is possible,especiaily given that mirrors are being adjusted,and that quantum mechanical fuzziness occurs at the scales being referred to.Nature isn't accurate to 10-18 metres in principle,so how can any experiemnt be that accurate? -LB] And then if a gravitational wave passses through the system for part of the wavelength,just like the gravitational wave passing through me,would make one of those arms longer,another arm shorter,and it woud disturb this very delicate recombination of the light that we've set up,and we would see a change from the dark interference spot to a light interference spot. [Not if the whole experiment including the light changed simultaneously.Put another way,if everything was doubled in size and all the constants maintained,ie if the universe was scaled up (or down) by a factor of two,how would we know anything had changed? -LB] 

Peter Evans : Put like that,it's sounds straightforward.You split a laser beam,bounce the two ensuing beams off mirrors,recombine them,and see whether a gravity wave has changed the length of travel.In reality though,the technological hurdles that have had to be overcome,at every step of the way,have been formidable. 


Gary Saunders : The trick of course is to make sure that what's disturbing the length of those two long rulers that you've made out of these two miirors is only gravitational waves.These mirrors have to be very isolated from Earth,from vibrational influences,from anything that can disturb them,and a lot of the engineering in LIGO is designed to do that. [I'm wondering whether it isn't really LEGO.(In another bizarre and pointless coincidence Del Boy happened to mention that his tower block was like a LEGO building last night,the day after I called LIGO - LEGO)-LB] For the typical kind of thing that we're looking for with LIGO ,we're talking about gravitational wave frequencies of about 100Hz,like a typical audio musical tone [This perhaps ties in with In Our Time 62,which used a musical analogy for String Theory -LB].Take the signal out of this detector and put it into your home audio system,you would hear a note,a neutron star coalescence sounds like a little chirp "whoop",and a rotating pulsar,with a little bump on it would sound like a pure musical tone,and so we're talking about audio frequencies,and changing in the lengths of the two arms just maps out exactly the waveform,and we would see that at our interference measurement port.

"Hi Jerry,this is Liz,Gary said that that thing that you just Emailed him,he said you can go ahead and just turn the laser on,you're approved. Okay,thanks. Alright see ya.Bye." (Slide Guitar music plays) 

Peter Evans : Time then for a run of the laser at LIGO,where the long awaited huge interferometer is in its commissioning phase.It had to be built on a flat open plain,as far as possible from seismic activity.Its two 4km arms,of concrete covered steel tubing represent the longest vacuum system in the world. [I bet it's not as good as a DYSON -LB] You can't have air molecules bouncing off the carefully suspended mirrors because they'd mask the effects of any gravity waves.Nor of course can you have BBC programme makers violating the operating theatre environment,but we coud hitch a lift along one of the arms to the corner station with one time taxi driver turned astrophysicist,Fred Rarb,LIGO's observatory manager. [I can hear it now,"Guess who I had in the back of my cab the other day,that Frank Close,funny guy,said his name was an anagram of cornflakes,he's a real hoot",or perhaps they'll create the Two-Armed X-ray Interferometer,with rear seatbelts which don't work -LB] 

Fred Rarb : Ideally you would like to make it as large as you possibly can.Very simply because your effect is a shrinking or expansion of space,so the more space you look at,the bigger in terms of nanometres or femtometres would be that expansion.What you're fighting is the background,and the background is,believe it or not,the atoms in your interferometer are vibrating with an amplitude that is very large compared to how much 4 km of space will change.So that tends to make you want to build something very, very large... 

Peter Evans : Midway station just passed on the right. 

Fred Rarb : ...yeah we just got to the midstation.It's been a little bit of a problem for us, because we've put up the Ritz Carlton for rodents here (Peter laughs),with all these miles and miles of cozy beam tube enclosure.(Arrgh,the US is about to turn metric,the L-shape is 4 km long,and the wavelengths are in nano or femtometres,but there are MILES of tubing -LB] Tumbleweed just went wild because any place you disturb the soil,it will completely take over... 

Peter Evans : ..which...which you've comprehensively done here with this fence. 

Fred Rarb : ...well,we've comprehensively done it,and so right on the margins of our roads we baled 200 tons of tumbleweed last year, [But hey,that didn't affect the measurements accurate to 10-18 metres any! -LB] so it's quite an upkeep problem and if we stop,then what happens is,these roads that we're on will be completely buried in,and occasionally on windy days,you'll just see the tumbleweeds will blow right over the corner station and they've hit with such force,that they've broken the lightning rods. [But hey,that didn't affect the measurements accurate to 10-18 metres any! -LB] (Slide Guitar music plays) 

Peter Evans : We've come up..up some steps,and we're on a sort of platform here Fred,I find this very,very exciting,this view,this is really it,isn't it? This is the heart of it all.It's where the two arms meet. 

Fred Rarb : That's correct. 

Peter Evans : It's where the laser injects its light.It's where the beam is split.This is times Square or Picadilly Circus... 

Fred Rarb : Right. 

Peter Evans : ...in gravity wave detection,isn't it? 

Fred Rarb : What we've set as our goal is to be able to achieve this resonance where everyting is locked down to one ten billionth of a millimetre,and hold that condition for 40 days and 40 nights....I'm sorry for 40 hours [Looks like bible class got the better of Fred -LB]. 

Peter Evans : 40 days and 40 nights,that really is putting you in the wilderness isn't it? 

Fred Rarb : Eventually we would like to do the 40 days and 40 nights,because that would be very nice for certain searches for neutron stars.We would like to be as close to continuous as possible,and to do it,it's all very doable,but it requires a large number of systems that are operating at the limit of what people have done before and all operating exactly right,day in, day out. 

Peter Evans : It looks on the face of it,as if the hunt for gravity waves is a bit of a race.As well as the US based LIGO project,there's the Anglo-German Geo-600,the Franco-Italian VIRGO and a few other advanced detectors in Japan and Brazil.But for all the advanced engineering that's made laser interferometers possible,I still wondered how Norna Robertson would know if she'd detected a gravity wave,and not say the distant slamming of a car door. [It does beg that question doesn't it? -LB] 

Norna Robertson : You can do a certain amount to elliminate things like car doors,by monitoring seismic disturbances at the same time,and if you see correlations between your monitored seismic noise and your "gravitational wave signal",in inverted commas,then you know that you're not seeing a true signal,but the best way to really know that you've really detected gravitational wave is to do coincidence experiments [I did one of those in In Our Time 62! -LB],with other detectors that are at a remote site from your own,and then the chances of some local disturbance being incorrectly interpreted is much reduced. 

Peter Evans : Do you see yourself then in collaboration or in competition,well lets' say LIGO or the VIRGO experiment in Europe? 

Norna Robertson : I think we have to see ourselves really in collaboration with them.There's a certain amount of healthy competition [Whether collaboration can be sustained in the face of commercialisation is analysed in Ledge10.wri] in trying to get your detector to work as soon as possible,and to develop the techiniques that you need to improve its sensitivity,but we have to work together.People will not believe any signals just coming from one detector. [It should not be a matter of faith as to whether gravity wave has been detected.People's lack of belief is irrelevant.If it is requiring to overcome people's incredulity in this fashion,it is questionable as to how much the term "science" applies to it.The same goes for "Superstrings" which are so small that it becomes a matter of faith whether they are accepted. At least as In our time 62 shows,indirect evidence maybe forthcoming -LB] Particularly signals that are bursts that come and go and they're never repeated.You do need to be able to compare the data from two different detectors with very accurate timing, [That's a source of inaccuracy for a start.Are even atomic clocks up to the job,and are they not affected by gravity waves,since they are made of matter? -LB] to get the most astrophysical information from your detector. ( Audio "whoops" play) 

Peter Evans : If and when a detector does succeed in catching the wave,that's the sort of signal it'll capture.That little whooping noise was in fact a computer simulation of a pair of tremendously dense neutron stars locked in orbit around each other. 

Fred Rarb : You hear this thing that's called technically a chirp [Oooh that's it's technical name -LB],it's a note of rising frequency,that gets louder,as it gets higehr,as orbiting objects collapse,they go round each other faster,and so you're hearing the frequency of the waves go up.It also gets louder and that's because there's more acceleration in thesystem,and the amount of radiation is proportional to that.The underlying physics for the computer simulations is exceedingly well known,so we know the physics is impeccable.In this particular case where we're allowed to say what the sources are,the problem is really not so much in the physics of how the waves get generated,but in knowing what's out there generating the waves. 

Peter Evans : As it happens,pairs of neutron stars have already been observed by other telescopes.So in this case,gravity waves will be adding fresh layers of complementary detailed information about them.It's when you start to detect signals in other parts of the gravity wave spectrum that things begin to get really interesting for theoreticians such as Kip Thorne.The new detectors could allow him to see with startling clarity,the shape and lower depths of as yet invisible black holes,where we believe space and time are twisted beyond recognition. 

Kip Thorne : A black hole has a very complicated and rich space-time warpage according to General Relativity.It warps space into a sort of a funnel shape that was often depicted in movies.It slows the flow of time near the horizon of the black hole,and once you get down close enough to the black hole,the direction of flow of time becomes inward,space and time become interchanged,in some weird sense.So there's a strange space-time...warpage of time.In addition,the spin of a black hole drags space into motion around it,much like the air in a tornado,a very rapid swirling motion near the horizon of the black hole,much slower and gentler motion farther away.We would like to see all these aspects of space-time warpage and then we would like to understand observationally,what happens when two black holes,each of them like a tornado,come crashing together,how do these two tornados behave when they crash together? The task of trying to figure out how they behave by soving Einstein's equations is so difficult,that even with the worlds largest supercomputers and the best minds of the greatest experts in Relativity Theory,we don't know the answer. [Perhaps a Quantum Computer would help -LB] The answer's only going to come,through a back and forth feeding of information between the observers who will see these events with gravitational wave detectors and theorists who will be modelling them on super computers. 

Fred Rarb : Ultimately the limit of a LIGO type detector on Earth will be how badly we are influenced by the fact that on Earth there are massive things that are moving in just their classical gravitational field.We believe for example that,a person walking past LIGO,within about 10 metres,and in the most advanced detectors that we can think about now,would be detected by LIGO,just the gravitaional field,we're not talking about the vibration of the footfalls on the ground...just the....okay? [So it might be perturbed by say 200 tons of tumbleweed for instance? -LB] So ultimately,will all have to stay away from our instrument.But ultimately we will be limited by the fact that the Earth moves. [I would have thought that this would be like trying to detect atomic movement of water molecules due to temperature changes,whilst someone was waggling a stick in the water,a largely pointless exercise -LB] 

Peter Evans : And so ultimately [That's 4 ultimatums,just what is the end limitation? -LB] the gravity wave hunters will have to turn to space,indeed they already have,and they're planning LISA,the Laser Interferometer Space Antennae for the coming decade. 

Norna Robertson : What you learn from LISA will be very complementary to the ground based interferometers,because it will be looking at a different frequency range of gravitational waves.LISA can be used to look for frequencies that are below 1 Hz,whereas the detectors on the Earth,will work above 1 Hz.So it's like opening two different windows of the gravitational wave spectrum,and so you'll see different types of objects,at least we believe we will,that will give gravitational waves that LISA would see and the gravitational waves that ground based detectors would see. 

Peter Evans : Different types of objects and perhaps stages of the behaviour of known objects? 

Norna Robertson : Yes,the binary systems that we were talking about earlier,could be detected in an ealier stage of their evolution,when they're still quite far apart,and are going round each other in a slower time. [Get this..... -LB] So the idea is to have three spacecraft,in space [Where else would spacecraft be? -LB],and you shine laser beams between them,and use those those laser beams to monitor the relative separation. Peter Evans : So hold on...separation is what the distance between the end mirrors,yes? 

Norna Robertson : That's right,and the end mirrors are in separate spacecraft,separated by a distance of about 5 million kilometres.A gravitational wave passes through the system and it changes the relative separation,admittedly again by tiny amounts,but we believe we can measure those changes. [And with all the asteroids in the immediate vicinity and the planets rotating,this doesn't swamp and activity from pulsars light years away? Not to mention trying to mainatin accuracy of laser beams on spaceships 5 million kilometres apart.I am highly sceptical about this -LB] 

Peter Evans : There's absolutely no doubt in anyone's mind that the scientific payoff from detecting gravity waves will be immense.There'll almost certainly be a Nobel prize or two at stake as well.None of our current armoury of telescopes based on electromagnetic radiation can ever penetrate to the heart of dramatically energetic comsic phenomena in the same way as a gravity wave detector.Everyone working in the field assumes that this new kind of astronomy will reveal objects that are totally novel and indeed unimaginable,they can't wait to see the machines up and running.Perhaps the biggest prize of all though,say Ray Weiss and KipThorne,is that gravity waves can take us back to the very beginning of space and time itself.We'll be able to eavesdrop on the big bang.

KipThorne : Electromagnetically we can't see back any closer to the birth of the universe than a few hundred thousand years,because earlier than that matter was so hot and dense that it was opaque,and the radiation couldn't propogate to us from earlier than that.Whereas with gravitational waves that were produced in the birth,they would have travelled unscathed by interaction with matter from the birth of the universe to today.So a long term goal is going to be to map the distribution over the sky somethign you just can't do electromagnetically,and thereby study the details of the birth of the universe. 

Ray Weiss : So you know,it's extremely exciting,that the problem...nobody disagrees with that,I think that you know,it is an exciting field,the big problem that you know,if you want to divide the people who are the sceptics,they're not that sceptical any more,but they were,is that well,is Nature kind enough to give us enough sources,that are strong enough so that we can detect them,and that's a...you know,I don't want to get into that debate,it's a hard question,and I think it's really going to only be answered by the fact that we start observing.



